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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) concept usually refers to contexts in which network
connectivity and computing capacity extends to daily objects, sensors and elements not
typically considered computers, enabling these devices to generate, exchange and
consume data with the least human intervention.
A first approach of IoT emerged in the industrial area with M2M applications (Machine to
machine) that was nothing more than providing connectivity between machines, but the
IoT goes a step further, adds functionality, adds collective intelligence, data is collected
and shared over the Internet regardless of location.
On the other hand, the reduction of manufacturing costs of processors is making it
possible to provide connectivity to practically everything; therefore, currently the scope
of application does not remain in the industrial sector, it covers other sectors such as
health, home, administration and cities, agriculture, entertainment, etc.
The IAB’s RFC7452 document [1] suggests a very clear model where there are basically
three components, Devices, Gateway, Application service. These components are
interconnected by network protocols, but the data transport between Device and
Gateway does not have the same requirements of connection between Gateway and
Application services.
In the first, data acquisition capabilities are needed and in the second data stream
capabilities are needed. This is the purpose of this document, to present a viable
proposal to meet these requirements.
For this reason, the analysis focuses on making a comparison between current
technologies and finding a suitable solution in terms of efficiency; for this, IoT
environments will be characterized according to data transport needs and technologies
will be proposed according to this characterization, assessing whether they will be valid
for any IoT environment.
Then the system will be designed from an integral perspective from the architecture to
the data exchange model. MQTT and KAFKA have been chosen as system components
due to their characteristics.
Finally, a use case will be implemented to evaluate the capabilities offered by the system
in terms of timeliness.

Keywords
IoT, data transport, KAFKA, MQTTT, ubiquity, fault tolerance, interoperability, raspberry,
ESP8266, data acquisition and data streaming.
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Resumen
El término Internet de las cosas (IoT) suele referirse a ámbitos en los que la conectividad
de la red y la capacidad de cálculo se extienden a objetos, sensores y demás elementos
cotidianos que no suelen considerarse ordenadores, lo que permite que estos
dispositivos generen, intercambien y consuman datos con la menor intervención
humana posible.
Una primera aproximación de IoT surgió en el área industrial con las aplicaciones M2M
(máquina a máquina) que no era más que dotar de conectividad las maquinas entre sí,
pero el IoT va un paso más allá, añade funcionalidades, añade inteligencia colectiva, los
datos se recogen y se comparten a través de internet sin importar la localización.
Por otro lado, la reducción de los costes de fabricación de los procesadores está
permitiendo que se dote conectividad a prácticamente todo; por lo tanto, actualmente el
campo de aplicación del IoT no se queda en el sector industrial, abarca otros sectores
como salud, hogar, administración y ciudades, agricultura, ocio, etc.
El documento RFC7452 del IAB [1] sugiere un modelo sencillo en el que básicamente
hay tres componentes: Dispositivos, Gateway y Aplicaciones. Estos componentes están
interconectados por protocolos de red, pero los requerimientos de transporte de datos
entre los dispositivos y el Gateway no son los mismos entre el Gateway y Aplicaciones.
En el primero, se necesitan funcionalidades de adquisición de datos y en el segundo,
funcionalidades de streaming de datos. Este es el propósito del presente documento,
dar una propuesta viable para cumplir con estos requisitos.
Esta es la parte central del análisis, para eso se hará una comparación entre las
tecnologías actuales y proponiendo una solución adecuada en términos de eficiencia;
se caracterizarán los entornos IoT en función de las necesidades de transporte de datos
y se propondrá una conjunción de las tecnologías en función de esta caracterización,
evaluando si son válidas para cualquier entorno IoT
Posteriormente se diseñará el sistema desde un punto de vista integral desde la
arquitectura, hasta el modelo de intercambio de datos. Como componentes del sistema
se ha elegido MQTT y KAFKA por sus características.
Por último, un caso de uso será implementado para evaluar las capacidades que ofrece
el sistema en términos de inmediatez.
3

Palabras Clave
IoT, transporte de datos, KAFKA, MQTT, ubiquidad, tolerancia a fallos, interoperabilidad,
Raspberry, ESP8266, adquisición de datos y transmisión de datos.
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Opening

Master Thesis Project

Internet of Things Master’s Degree

1.1. Background
We are in changing days, where the adaptability is a main feature, not only in a personal
but also on an economic, enterprise level. Technology is updated at an exponential rate,
the market context is global, dynamic and competitive placing us in a complex
surrounding with more and more challenges.
As far as the business sector is concerned, this change is called Digital Transformation,
and there are several drivers that boost the output of the success of it:
•

Social Media

•

Cloud

•

Big Data

•

Machine Learning an artificial Intelligence

•

Internet of Things

The common denominator of these five factors is data, and we are all aware that whoever
controls the data has the power. It is therefore necessary to ensure that the conversion
of raw data into insights is done safely, quickly and reliably.
In IoT environments the generation of data raw is done ubiquitously by the "things" that
create, collect, exchange and route information to the core business usually in the cloud
(or centralized data centers) to process and convert them into insights and make
decisions, so we must have an efficient pipeline.
According to studies and reports from market analysts, by 2020 there will be more than
50,000 million IoT devices connected, which means that the volume of data will grow
exponentially in the coming years. For this reason, it is necessary to have robust systems
for managing data from the generation until they become decisions, offering high levels
of reliability, privacy, speed, security, interoperability, scalability.
On the other hand, the potential of this integration allows to have the capacity and ability
to analyze in real time the information generated by the sensors and this translates into
a better control of the operational processes of the company that can increase the
productivity and effectiveness of the business.
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1.2. Objectives and scope

1.2.1. Main Objective
To implement, as proof of concept, a data collection and transport system for IoT
environments, for further processing in real time, using distributed computing
technologies.

1.2.2. Specific Goals
•

To propose a data collection and transportation model that can be extended to
any IoT application, independent of the communication protocols and IoT
platform used, as well as the inherent characteristics of IoT systems such as
geographical location, ubiquity, application.

•

To differentiate the use of MQTT and KAFKA, Publisher/Subscriber pattern
technologies that seem similar. Understand in which cases one is used and in
which other.

•

To provide an abstraction of the data transport layer from the sensor side to the
visualization and decision-making side.

•

To demonstrate that the proposed system meets the needs for real-time
applications.

•

To demonstrate the scalability of the system using cloud and virtualization tools,
in my case the use of Docker.

•

To develop in parallel as a personal project the home automation network of my
home, giving the first boost as a use case of the system proposed in this TFM.

•

To put into practice the knowledge acquired in the Master, in the different subjects
studied, and in this way reinforce what has been learnt.

•

Finish the Master through this TFM.
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1.2.3. Scope
The scope of this TFM covers the analysis, development and implementation of a
solution based on the KAFKA and MQTT integration as data collection and transport
system.
To check end-to-end applicability in real time, both physical (NodeMCU, Raspberry PI),
simulated (in Node-RED) and virtualized (Docker VMWare) device will be use and
Elasticsearch and node-RED instances will be implemented as visualization elements. It
is also intended to connect the system to the ONESAIT platform.

1.3. Motivation
The decision to study the IoT master's degree was a successful one. After taking the
program I have acquired an integral perspective of the components in an IoT project,
and it is time to demonstrate it. This is my personal motivation, to carry out a project
where the knowledge acquired in each subject is captured and the application in a real
environment is tested; and as an ultimate goal, to offer a solution as a documentary
resource to facilitate the implementation of IoT solutions. In this sense I have focused
my TFM in the field of data transport, analyzing existing solutions and proposing a
conjunction of technologies to ensure that information arrives in time and form from one
extreme to another.
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1.4. Justification of the proposal
In the current market of IoT solutions related to data transport, cloud-focused
products/services are offered that connect the part of information generation (reading
events, measurements, states using connected sensors) with the part of information
processing and decision making (through business intelligence, BIG DATA, Machine
Learning) and generally involving the use of an unique protocol. This will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2.
However, the needs in each of the parts mentioned in the previous paragraph are
different by definition:
•

Generation of information: it is characterized by having multiple sources of
data, with high frequency of sampling, but with a small size per sample; for
example, the value of the room temperature every minute.

•

Information Processing: Characterized by having aggregated data sources
with a large volume of data and minimal latency needs; for example, the data
set of the house sensors to activate a defined scenario.

This work proposes an independent and transparent transport solution to the final
application, clearly differentiating the generation part from the processing part and giving
a technological solution to each of them (in the following chapter we will approximate the
definition of these parts as Fog and Cloud respectively).

9
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2.1. Overview
IoT provides a world of fresh data, real-time streaming needs, operational challenges,
security and a very high volume of massive data that must be available for scalable use,
and most of these requirements can be met using the best open source solutions.
Things can generate a huge amount of data very and very frequently, and this data can
be valuable to businesses. For this reason, once the data from a sensor in a device has
been collected, we need to be able to transmit this data to our cloud servers for
processing at scale, in a secure channel, with the skill to process the billions of data logs
that are sent per second, and to be able to filter, alert, route, combine, query, store, add
and discard the data
In the following sections I will try to explain these challenges by dividing them into
manageable steps and without losing sight of the challenge of processing the amount of
data in real time, to convert it into business intelligence.

2.2. IoT Architecture
In order to approach the project it is necessary to take a reference model for the design
of the architecture; since the solution proposed in this document is limited to defining a
data transport system, it is necessary to know the layers of the architecture according to
a model, what capacities and functionalities they have, as well as the interaction between
layers to finally establish equivalences with the proposed solution and define a functional
model that adapts to the reference model of the IoT used.
The final solution of the architecture will be described in later chapters, where the
elements as well as the implementation will be specified in detail, here only models to
consider and some choices of the architecture are exposed.

2.2.1. Reference Model
Currently there are several models that help in the definition of an IoT system, but there
is no unified standardization, each agency is working independently so we have many
suggestions on the table, for example, IOT-A [2], IEEE[3], ISO/IEC [4].
The IOT-A modelling approach has been used, as can be seen in the Figure 1
11
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IoT World Forum Reference Model.

On the other hand, it should be highlighted that I am going to design an architecture that
covers any domain of IoT, because the system will be developed as a service that
provides resources to allow it to interact with the rest of elements or levels, as shown in
the Figure 2:

Figure 2.

UML representation of the IoT Domain Model
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2.2.2. Functional View
As explained in the previous item, the solution is proposed as part of a service, so if we
take into consideration the functional design proposed by the IOT-A agency [2], the work
focuses on the service and communications blocks, also offering security features. See
Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Functional view of proposal

Concerning the communications block, it is developed at a high level of abstraction,
ignoring the network below the TCP/IP layers, so it is emphasized again that the
proposed system will be a service for reliable transport with low latencies of data over a
major IoT system.

2.2.3. Information View
The basic objective of this project is summarized in simple words in the exchange of
information, on the one hand ensuring an end-to-end transport of information, but on the
other hand ensuring that this information is readable and understandable by all elements
of the system and even by external systems so it is important to define a homogeneous
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information model which clearly differentiates the structure of information, the flows of
exchange of data structure, as well as its life cycle.
The solution is based on the Publish/Subscribe pattern. The following graph shows the
flow of information:

Figure 4.

Publish/Subscribe-pattern.

2.3. IoT Scenarios.
The last decade has been decisive in terms of the traditional model of the area of systems
and IT, so one of the pillars of the digital transformation of any organization goes through
the migration of its IT to the cloud, making the term cloud computing part of the technical
jargon in our everyday lives, and although we do not know widely all the capabilities and
characteristics offered by the cloud we are able to differentiate an On-Premise
environment (network infrastructure of the customer, usually in a data center) from a
Cloud environment.
At the same time, the capitalization of data is forcing companies to integrate within the
value chain not only their IT infrastructure but also their OT infrastructure, two areas that
seek convergence as part of the digital transformation of companies. And here is where
the IoT plays a relevant role, to integrate two worlds that in the traditional business model
are isolated from each other and giving way to the current model known as the 4th
industrial revolution, or industry 4.0.
The essential principle is to integrate sensors into the company's operational process
that collect in real time the status of each phase of the supply chain, but the ideal scope
14
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would be the integration of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition architectures and
Industrial Control Systems (SCADA/ICS) in a first approach, in the cloud.
Nevertheless, the cloud is not prepared to cover all the needs and requirements of the
OT infrastructure, for reasons such as capacity, security, integrity, immediacy, mobility,
among others, changing the cloud computing paradigm and forcing those processing
and storage capacities to be moved closer to the company's operational processes..
In this way, we are currently talking about two scenarios clearly identified by their natural
characteristics at the level of information processing:
•

Fog Computing (Fog / Edge side)

•

Cloud Computing (Cloud / Data Center side)

Figure 5.

IoT Scenarios as per Cloud-Fog approach.
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2.3.1. Fog / Edge side
It is the side where data is generated and aggregated, there may be a pre-processing
known as EDGE COMPUTING and that would decide which data is processed locally
and which is sent to the cloud (data is analyzed and processed by applications that run
locally rather than in a centralized cloud). In any case, it is necessary to rely on an
information aggregation node.
Going into more detail, it is made up of connected devices that mostly lack "intelligence"
and act as a data source or as receivers/executors of commands.
This side is characterized by:
•

Latency: the information being processed locally becomes decisions without the
Internet latencies.

•

Availability: If there is no internet connection, the system can continue working
offline.

•

Ubiquity: the sensors do not have a geographic or temporal pattern, the
generation of information is considered ubiquitous due to the number of sensors
that can generate information all the time everywhere,

•

Size: this is usually small data that needs a periodic communication, i.e. requires
a small bandwidth.

•

Aggregation of information: it is necessary to unify the information before moving
to the business layer, through an information structure, based on a model that
can be processed globally by any application provider.

•

Heterogeneity: things can be from different manufacturers, support different
protocols, connectivity is based on different technologies, information can be sent
with different communication protocols, generally solved with the use of
Gateways.

•

Energy consumption: no processing needs so the consumption is low.

16
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2.3.2. Cloud / Data Center side
It is the side where all the information received from the FOG side is collected, analyzed,
processed and stored in order to help in decision making, it is the business intelligence
layer.
This side is characterized by:
•

Large volume of data: usually aggregated information from several sources of
information.

•

Scalability: if more processing capacity is needed, it can be easily deployed, the
cloud is a Pay-per-use model.

•

Flexibility: depending on the needs, different models can be used, for example,
IaaS, PaaS, SaaS [5].

•

Fault tolerance: it is vitally important to ensure that the decision-making system
is fault tolerant.

2.4. Existing

technological

answers

and

current trends
Focusing on the existing proposals in the market in relation to the transport of data in the
market, we find integral proposals, IoT platforms that offer end-to-end services, from
hardware, connectivity and middleware, as can be seen in the following figure, the range
of possibilities is wide:

Figure 6.

IoT Landscape 2018. Matt Turck
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However, they all agree in giving support to the different existing protocols and
technologies, some better integrated than others. In this chapter we will briefly look at
the ones that would support the acquisition and transmission of information.

2.4.1. Protocols
MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport): Publish / Subscribe Service Message Protocol over
TCP/IP. It stands out for being lightweight, easy to implement. It is suitable for low power
devices such as those we often have in IoT. It is optimized for the active routing of a
large number of simultaneously connected clients.
AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol): is a Message Queue PubSub
protocol. AMQP is designed to ensure reliability and interoperability. It is intended for
corporate applications, with higher performance and low latency networks. Not as
suitable for IoT applications with low resource devices.
WAMP (Web Application Messaging Protocol): is an open protocol that runs on
WebSockets and provides both PubSub and rRPC (remote procedure call) applications.
CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) is a protocol designed for use in low
capacity IoT devices. It uses the HTTP REST model with reduced headers, adding UDP
support, multicast, and additional security mechanisms.
STOMP (Streaming Text Oriented Messaging Protocol), is a simple protocol that uses
HTTP and text messages for maximum interoperability.
XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol), is an open XML-based
protocol designed for instant messaging applications.
WMQ (WebSphere MQ), is a Message Queue protocol developed by IMB.

2.4.2. Technologies, Applications.
Apache KAFKA: Kafka is a distributed, partitioned, replicated commit log service. It
provides the functionality of a messaging system.
StreamSets: proprietary service to data integration engine for flowing data from myriad
batch and streaming sources to your modern analytics platforms
18
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IronMQ: An easy-to-use highly available message queuing service. Built for distributed
cloud applications with critical messaging needs. Provides on-demand message queuing
with advanced features and cloud-optimized performance. This product is proprietary.
TIBCO Enterprise Message: proprietary service to quickly and easily exchange
messages. it supports seamless integration for heterogeneous platforms, reduces
system bottlenecks, increases scalability, and helps you respond faster to change.
Service Amazon SQS: Transmit any volume of data, at any level of throughput, without
losing messages or requiring other services to be always available. With SQS, you can
offload the administrative burden of operating and scaling a highly available messaging
cluster, while paying a low price for only what you use.
APP based don JMS: message-oriented middleware based on Java API for sending
messages between two or more clients. i.e. IBM MQ, HornetQ, MSMQ, WebSphere MQ.
Akka: toolkit and runtime for building highly concurrent, distributed, and resilient
message-driven applications on the JVM.
Apache NiFi / MiNiFi: is a platform for data transformation, management and routing. It
is not intended for data transport, although it offers basic data ingestion features through
MiNiFi. It uses a graphical web environment.

2.4.1. Publish / Subscribe Messaging Pattern
E It is important to keep this methodology in mind, because it fits the requirements of the
system. Using this methodology, we isolate each part and we cannot worry about the
reception of messages, that's what the brokers are in charge of. And each element can
be subscribed and published in a topic.
There are several variants:
•

Queue Mode.

•

Consumer Group Mode.

•

Broadcast mode.
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From the point of view of Publisher / Subscriber (Service Message and Message Queue),
there are several technologies, but they are designed for other applications outside the
scope of the IoT.
Table. I shows a comparative of some of them.
Tipo

ActiveMQ

RabbitMQ

ZeroMQ

Kafka

Qpid

Broker less

No

No

Yes

Distributed

No

Persistence/

Yes

(Built-

(Configurable) In)

Reliability

Scalability

License

Yes

Yes (BuiltNo

In

-

File

System)

Yes
(additional
plugin
required)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Apache

Spring

IMatrix

Apache

Apache

(Open

Source

Licensed

(Open

(Open

Source)

(MPL)

(GPL)

Source)

Source)

Table. I.

Message Queue Comparison.

2.5. Theory Context
Program master is composed of 4 disciplines:
1) Embedded systems and IoT devices
2) Service Architectures and Security for IoT
3) Information and knowledge management
4) Intelligent Applications
In the first subject I will apply the knowledge acquired in terms of programming
embedded systems, this can be noted in the physical implementation of the system by
using physical boards such as Raspberry Pi and NodeMCU. the programming
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environment will be Arduino for nodeMCU and Shell / Linux for Raspberry, and the use
of physical sensors. In this aspect I must underline one important concept to deploy this
work, the Publish / Subscribe Messaging pattern.
Related to the second discipline, this work is developed taking advantage of the
characteristics of distributed systems, so the solution is based on a fully distributed tool.
Likewise, the definition of the architecture following a reference model applicable to IoT
areas, and the definition of data exchange model too. Finally, the requirements in in
security matter, authentication and authorization features will be used.
Regarding third discipline, Cloud applications and Virtualization will be used as a base
of the project to evaluate the proposal.
And the last discipline will be applied as to the case of use carried out.
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3

Design and
Deployment
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3.1. Technological support
After the analysis of the EotA in the previous chapter it has been decided to use the
following applications:
•

MQTT as a communication protocol for data acquisition, for which a
mosquito implementation will be used,

•

KAFKA as data streaming technology, for which a KAFKA virtual machine
implementation will be used

To ensure the correct implementation we must know in detail the functionalities of the
technological support, and if necessary, make up for the gaps with third-party
applications.
Why the two of them and not just one of them?
KAFKA is not a replacement to MQTT and vice versa, the first is optimized to highvelocity data ingestion of massive datasets and the second is optimized for low-power
and low bandwidth devices communication, for example sensors, or any M2M network.

3.1.1. MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport)
It is a lightweight "publish / subscribe" protocol designed for constrained devices with
low-bandwidth, small size, low power usage, minimized data packets, and efficient
distribution of information, focused on machine-to-machine (M2M)/"Internet of Things"
connectivity
Some Characteristics about MQTT:
•

QoS management: 0 - at most once (only TCP guarantee), 1- at least once
(MQTT guarantee with confirmation), 2- exactly once (MQTT guarantee with
handshake.

•

Last Will Messages feature: message facility to guarantee state for disconnected
clients

23
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Components of MQTT system:
Broker: responsible for receiving all messages, filtering, deciding who subscribes to
them, and then publishing the messages
Topic: addressing mechanism that allows clients to share information (subscribe or
publish)
Topics are represented with strings separated by a forward slash (/). Each forward slash
indicates a topic level (hierarchy), example /home/kitchen/lamp. Topics are casesensitive. Wildcards can be used (# and +)
$SYS topics is a reserved topic and is used by broker to publish information about the
system.
Messages: information to exchange between devices, for example telemetry or
commands
Clients: entities that can receive or post messages

3.1.2. Apache KAFKA
Is a "publish / subscribe" Open Source system, with commit log feature.
Some Characteristics about Kafka:
•

High Availability an Immediate Recovery because information will be
replicated between cluster nodes

•

Regarding data structure, Kafka offers Sort and persistent data structure, only
allows to add data by the end of queue. It is not possible to modify or delete
records providing deterministic processing.

•

High-Performance: work with low latency.

•

Distributed: Supports Cluster to work together with the advantages for users,
it is transparent and permits horizontal scaling and fault tolerance

•

Durability and Persistence: Data are persisted in the file system and are
replicated between clusters

•

Support for certain security measures such as: SSL, SASL (PLAINTEXT and
SCRAM), GSSAPI (Kerberos), ACL

•

Easy installation and configuration
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Components of KAFKA system:
Zookeeper: coordination system to distributed applications.
Broker: Kafka instance. This is a server that handle partitions of topics. Can work as
leader and replica or as load balancer
Cluster: brokers group working together with replication approach, each broker is leader
of one partition of a topic.
Message or record: data unity based on bytes array. It works with <Key, value> tuple
Topic: category to classify and stream records. They are stored in logs and have
append-only function. A topic can have one or more partitions.
Partition: fragment of topic used to replication factor. Orderly and immutable message
sequence. It gives redundancy, scalability and high throughput to system.
Producer: who publish records on topics
Consumer: who subscribe and consume messages.
Connect: Listener to publish o consume automatically in / from a topic when an event
occurs. It offers a framework with source and sink connectors.
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3.2. Architecture design
This section explains the design of the architecture in detail, dividing it into two parts, the
architecture on the FOG side and the architecture on the CLOUD side.
Based on the analysis carried out in chapter 2.2 the following architecture is proposed:

Figure 7.

Functional View of Architecture of proposal.

The Thing stage is regarding to actuators and sensors, where everything that is needed
in the physical world is covered and adjusted by them, to obtain the necessary
knowledge for a deeper analysis.
The MQTT stage is regarding to system of data acquisition of all things and handle de
commanding to actuators. This stage is important because the route of simple data must
be correctly.
The Gateway stage is the bridge into FOG side and CLOUD side, this stage is considered
the edge, although it still means operating in near proximity to sensors and actuators. In
this stage. The critical role of this stage is to aggregate the enormous amount of simple
data collected in the previous stage and adjust it to the optimal size, in addition to the
necessary conversion in terms of structure.
The KAFKA stage is the previous step to main process of data, to convert it in insights.
In this stage aggregated data is streamed to cloud, and vice versa for follow-up feedback
and commanding. the throughput is very important in this stage.
The APP stage is regarding to depth processing related with IT and OT operations,
storage, visualization and central management.
Deeply, in the following subchapters each architectural side is presented, but for a better
understanding the technical view is showed in Figure 8:
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Technical View of Architecture of proposal.

Finally, the information view is showed in f. things generate simple data and publish to
MQTT broker, the gateway is a subscriber of all topics and converts all simple data in an
aggregated message for streaming to KAFKA broker as a producer, and the App stage
consume this information.

Figure 9.

Information View of data structure.

The information structure is based on the JSON format and must be carried out
according to the defined Json scheme (annexes)
•

Simple data

•

Aggregated data
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{
"$schema”: http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"title":"simpleData",
"description":" Message format from fog side",
"type”: “object",
"properties”: {
"deviceID”: {
"type”: “String",
"uniqueness”: true
},
"measures”: {
"type":"array",
"items”: {
"type":"object",
"propierties”: {
"element":"string",
"measure":"number",
}
}
},
},
"required”: ["deviceID"],
"additionalProperties”: true

Table. II.

Example of Json schema

3.2.1. Real Time Data Acquisition.
This section covers part of Gateway stage, thing and MQTT stages. The technical
architecture is showed in Figure 10.
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Technical arquitecture of Real time Data Acquisition

The network connection is over WIFI and communication protocol is MQTT.
The mosquitto broker handle the packets through topics, and gateway and things will
suscribe or publish under their topic. Gateway must suscribe all topics for streaming
kafka system.

3.2.2. Real-time Data Streaming.
This section covers part of Gateway stage, Applications and KAFKA stages. The
technical architecture is showed in Figure 11

Figure 11. Technical arquitecture of Real-time Data Streaming.
The network connection is over KAFKA system, based on topics and with faoult tolerance
with factor replication 3.
It is necessary a third compoent, Zookeeper, to handle Kafka cluster. Gateway will be
Producer and consumer, applications will be Consumer but even can be producer, for
example for commanding actuators.
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3.3. Deployment of the architecture
In this part we are going to see de different elements used in the real scenario to evaluate
the system, so in a first part we have “things” that simulate MQTT environment, then the
one own MQTT network based on Mosquitto implementation, then the gateway part that
interconnect acquisition and streaming part, then the streaming part based on KAFKA
system, and finally the application part.

3.3.1. Things:
There are two types, physical and simulated devices.
In case of Physical devices, I will use NodeMCU boards, and some physical sensors:
•

NodeMCU: boards are based on ESP8266 SoC, include WIFI connection,
GPIO pins, communication buses, serial USB converter, and are
programable in LUA, micro Python, Arduino languages in an easy way.
Led will be used as an actuator, but we could use pin I/O and connect a
relay to handle a device like bulb light.

•

Sensors of Temperature and humidity: DHT11, integrated sensor in the
same SoC.

•

Soil Moisture sensor: series MH, based on LM393 chip

•

Carbon Monoxide Sensor: MH MQ-2 based on LM393 chip and ZYMQ-2
sensor gas.

In case of Simulated devices, I will use Node-red flows to generate simple data.
In Chapter 3.4 we will make the deploy of this part, now only reference to keep in mind
the things will connect to system.

3.3.2. MQTT Network
Raspberry Pi board is used to implement the MQTT broker, in my case I’ll use Mosquitto.
I assume RasberianOS is correctly run on Raspberry Pi and SSH connection is
operative, so to install Mosquitto loggin via SSH, and type the following command:
# apt-get install mosquitto
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The next step is setup the server adding the following properties in configuration file:
/etc/mosquitto/ mosquitto.conf
allow_anonymous false
password_file /etc/mosquitto/pwfile
listener 1883

Configuring password and run:
mosquitto_passwd -c /etc/mosquitto/pwfile mqtt

MQTT uses 1883 port, check if service is running with

$netstat -at

Figure 12. Port network status
Now we have a MQTT broker running over mosquitto implementation in
192.168.1.46:1883
NOTE: Topics are created when a client subscribes or publishes a message.
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3.3.3. Gateway
As in section 0 was described the Gateway stage makes data both digitalized and
aggregated.
You can consider that here would be the pre-computing that is currently called Edge
Computing, in my case the pre-processing is basic, the information is filtered, aggregated
and forwarded to the KAFKA system. There is a preview of the aggregated data in the
MQTT broker in order to compare the transmission speed when they arrive at the KAFKA
broker and are consumed from there.
This part has been implemented in a raspberry Pi (with raspbianOS and SSH enabled),
using Node-RED [8], a framework based on node-JS, which allows visual programming
in a web environment (Browser-based flow editing).
The installation is simple, the following script is launched:
$bash < (curl -sL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-red/raspbian-debpackage/master/resources/update-nodejs-and-nodered.

Once installed you can run the service (it is recommended to configure it to run as a
service and not as an application):
# systemctl enable nodered.service

It can now be accessed through any web browser using port 1880, we must leave the
graphical interface as shown in the Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Node-red editor on http://<ip-address>:1880
The first step is to make the sensor connections to the MQTT broker, then the
connections to the KAFKA broker are made. The flows that carry out this task can be
observed in the Figure 14

Figure 14.

flows of node-Red Gateway
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It is necessary to install the Kafka node (node-red-contrib-kafka-node) from the options
of the editor -> manage palette.
To perform the Gateway tasks must indicate the correspondence of the topics of MQTT
and KAFKA, for this we use a function node js and encode the conversion into javascrip,
an example is shown in the Figure 15.

Figure 15. Javascript code to convert simple data in aggregated data
In this way we already have running our Gateway with basic functionalities.
I must emphasize that the KAFKA node is very limited in node-network, you cannot
define the type of key to send or associate the partition that a group of consumers can
consume. It is important to take into consideration these limitations for more complex
applications.

KAFKA System
First implementation of Kafka was over VMWARE virtual machine, once the system
works, Kafka and zookeeper were migrated on DOCKER environment, so in this section
we are going to see the first implementation because the most important is the
configuration of KAFKA system. KAFKA over DOCKER is explained with detail in annex
6.1.

KAFKA over VMWARE.
I use virtual machine because my host operating system is Windows, so Kafka over
windows don’t work properly.
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The first step is download KAFKA from Apache Kafka site [9] and type:
$tar -xzf kafka_2.12-2.2.0.tgz
$cd kafka_2.12-2.2.0

In our architecture we are going to have a factor of replication of 3, so we need run three
instances of broker. The first step is creating a file with configuration for each broker,
changing de following properties:
config/server-1.properties:
broker.id=1
listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9093
log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs-1
config/server-2.properties:
broker.id=2
listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9094
log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs-2
config/server-3.properties:
broker.id=2
listeners=PLAINTEXT://:9094
log.dirs=/tmp/kafka-logs-2

The next step is topic creation, in base to topics of MQTT. The factor of replication must
be 3:
$bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --bootstrap-server localhost:9092 -replication-factor 3 --partitions 1 --topic sense

In our system just use 1 partition for each topic, because the processing time is less than
streaming time.
And KAFKA system is running. A consumer and producer consoles can be launched to
check the system
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3.3.4. Application layer
To better understanding the system three different applications will be executed as
consumer of Kafka system:
ONESAIT: cloud platform for IoT
Elastic Search and Kibana: Instance of application or local machine
Node-RED dashboard: a visualization tool over existing gateway
All implementation is described with detail on chapter 6. Annexes

3.4. Real Use Case
To deploy a use case, one of following IoT areas was chosen:
•

Home Automation

•

Industry 4.0.

•

Health Care

•

Retail

•

Smart Cities

•

Logistics

•

Smart Agriculture

In my case the system deploys will be over my home automation system.

3.4.1. Personal home automation
In this part of the document it will be explained step by step, how the real use case was
developed, and how did we achieve the advantage of system. The very first step is to
configure MQTT & KAFKA brokers, according defined topics. The next step Is set up the
things and give MQTT connectivity via client subscribed code, and then configure
gateway, adding a flow node-red for each sensor connected. Finally, configure de
application to visualize and handle the home automation network and enjoy
In my home I’m going to include in real time transport system the following things:
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•

Living room 1: TV(ON/OFF), light temperature, humidity.

•

Living room 2: light, temperature, humidity.

•

Kitchen: light, temperature, humidity, cooker hood, gas sensor.

•

Garden: Soil moisture, light ambient, water pump.

To define MQTT topics is necessary define the hierarchical tree:
actuators

light

temp
sensor

Room 1
sensors

power
sensor
humidity
sensor
TV (ON /
OFF)

actuators

light
temp
sensor

Room 2
sensors

power
sensor
humidity
sensor

Home

light
actuators

cooker
hood
temp
sensor

Kitchen

gas sensor
sensors

power
sensor
humidity
sensor

actuators

temp
sensor

Garden

Physical

water
switch

sensors

Simulated

Soil
moisture
humidity
sensor

Figure 16. Home automation diagram
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In base to above diagram total topics will be:
•

“sense” to recollect data sensors

•

“cmnd” to handle actuators and commanding the system

•

“config” to signaling and status of devices

•

“test” for doing test and develop new features before moving production
environment.

The architectural view for my application is defined on Figure 17

Figure 17. Technical view of home automation application

The next step is configuring de physical boards where sensor is installed. For this the
library PubSubClient [13] will be used.
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Define the following properties (one for each board):
const char* Cid = "NodeMCU1";
const char* ssid = "SSID_WIFI";
const char* password = "Password_WIFI";
const char* mqtt_server = "192.168.1.46";
//Topics where client will suscribe:
const char* sus_topic = "cmnd/garden/led";
//Topics where client will publish
const char* pub_topic = "sense/garden"; //localization
const char* info_topic = "config/garden/NodeMCU3/info"; //info about client
const char* willTopic = "config/garden/NodeMCU3/status"; // status
const char* Led_topic = "config/garden/led"; //Light Status

The wired connection of sensors is shown in Figure 18 (just one example of connection
is illustrated) and the code to configure and read values is provided below
#include "DHT.h"
#define LEDPIN 2 // Board Led on pin 02
#define DHTPIN 14 // temperature sensor on pin 02
#define DHTTYPE DHT11 //temp&hum sensor type
dht.begin();
temp = dht.readTemperature();
hum = dht.readHumidity();

Figure 18. DHT11 Sensor connection
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4.1. Outcome
After the concept studies, the results are evaluated on the initial requirements:
•

Data source availability: in MQTT this requirement was covered with Last Will
Testament and Retained Message and in KAFKA with factor replication 3.

•

Bandwidth and resources: Benchmarks were not possible, but the comparison in
dashboard graphics of MQTT an KAFKA, no latencies were noted.

•

Cooperating and integrated applications: node RED Gateway was integrated
successfully even the low personalization of KAFKA node.

•

Quality of Service (QoS): This function cannot be tested, but the experience of
another users is satisfactory

•

Security: Authorization and authentication were implemented and tested.

4.2. Conclusions

Considering that the proposal presented in this report may be considered as a model for
IoT projects requiring a real-time data transport system, and having followed a
systematic and empirical method, the following conclusions are presented:
•

MQTT is an appropriate and effective protocol for data acquisition requirements
in IoT fields where resources are limited, but not for streaming because is not
prepared to ingest a high volume of aggregated data.

•

KAFKA is good technology to aggregate data from fog side, in my application
throughput always was better, even when I have reduced time reading of sensors
but not for data acquisition because the resources it needs are greater than things
environment.

•

The latency from Fog to Cloud is not significant, even when the application is
stored in the cloud, thus the system can be used in real time applications

•

The system can be used in any IoT application, just is necessary to define the
architecture of information, structure of data (ontology) and the equivalence with
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topics in both systems (MQTT & KAFKA). In a nutshell, ease of start-up is its
greatest strength.
•

The integration of the two technologies was successful, although the choice of
gateway can be improved. There is a possibility to bridge directly with a connector
but is not recommendable because the possibility of prepossessing of data (edge
computing function) will be lost.

•

All the subjects studied helped in the development of this project, in some cases
the relevance was greater, but in general the skills acquired made it possible to
successfully achieve this TFM and consequently of master's degree.

4.3. Future improvements
•

Integrate high level Container functionalities to provide the system with Fault
tolerance, e.g. use of Kubernetes or Docker Swarm.

•

Integrate the security part, identity management and permissions with more details,
and that is configurable when the system is in operation.

•

Add real actuators, and if possible, a virtual assistant.

•

Seek standardization of topics in the field of home automation.

•

To design a model that allows the configuration of MQTT and KAFKA brokers, as
well as any device that is connected, for example via MDD or DSL modeling, to be
deployed intuitively.

•

Merging into an CI/CD System, facilitating DevOps integration.
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feedback

and

first-hand

experience
When I approached the Project, I did it with misgivings due to my work situation, leaving
me little time for the development of the project, but even so, as I got into it, I got involved
and discovering the range of possibilities I could integrate in this work. So now that the
end has arrived, I feel satisfied and fulfilled with the work done.
The support of my tutors was fundamental, they were always aware of the development
of each milestone, and they even lowered me from the clouds when I wanted to
implement new functionalities outside the initial scope.
I think this idea has enormous potential for the next explosion of the IoT world, but this
project tomorrow will be obsolete if it does not evolve at the pace of the changing
environment in which we move, so it is important to keep in mind the new features that
will be developed.
Finally, I would like to point out that this passion for technology, which I consider too
much of, has made me enjoy this formative stage, and I am certain that this was only the
beginning of a life project.
And as a corollary to say that this has allowed / forced me to mount my home automation
system, something that I have been lengthening since I graduated as an engineer in
Telecommunications. The range of possibilities expands to infinity
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6.1. Virtual environment configuration.
Kafka over docker.
Requirements:
Docker (KVM on Linux, Hyper-V on Windows)
In my case I have Windows 10 -> Docker Desktop.
Docker Compose
As mentioned above, we need two components:
Apache Kafka, and the Apache Zookeeper server, the idea is to launch each in a
separate container.
The goal is to have an operational, scalable and fault-tolerant cluster (in a first phase
with a KAFKA node). The cluster by definition is transparent to the outside, so the best
way is to give the service using Docker Compose.
Each image can be configured from scratch but to demonstrate this example we will use
the images uploaded in Docker Hub:
To start the containers as services you must prepare the docker-compose.yml file
indicating the configuration.:
version: '2'
services:
zookeeper:
image: library/zookeeper
ports:
- "2181:2181"
kafka-1:
image: wurstmeister/kafka
hostname: kafka-1
ports:
- "9092:9092"
depends_on:
- zookeeper
expose:
- "9992"
environment:
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KAFKA_BROKER_ID: 1
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka1:9992,OUTSIDE://192.168.16.83:9092
#KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka-1:9992,OUTSIDE://kafka1:9092
KAFKA_LISTENER_SECURITY_PROTOCOL_MAP: INSIDE: PLAINTEXT, OUTSIDE:
PLAINTEXT
KAFKA_LISTENERS: INSIDE://0.0.0.0:9992,OUTSIDE://0.0.0.0:9092
KAFKA_ZOOKEEPER_CONNECT: zookeeper:2181
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_HOST_NAME: kafka-1
KAFKA_CREATE_TOPICS: "sense: 1:3, cmnd:1:3,config:1:3"
KAFKA_INTER_BROKER_LISTENER_NAME: INSIDE
kafka-2:
image: wurstmeister/kafka
hostname: kafka-2
ports:
- "9093:9093"
depends_on:
- zookeeper
expose:
- "9993"
environment:
KAFKA_BROKER_ID: 2
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka2:9993,OUTSIDE://192.168.16.83:9093
#KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka-1:9992,OUTSIDE://kafka2:9093
KAFKA_LISTENER_SECURITY_PROTOCOL_MAP: INSIDE: PLAINTEXT,
OUTSIDE:PLAINTEXT
KAFKA_LISTENERS: INSIDE://0.0.0.0:9993,OUTSIDE://0.0.0.0:9093
KAFKA_ZOOKEEPER_CONNECT: zookeeper:2181
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_HOST_NAME: kafka-2
KAFKA_CREATE_TOPICS: "sense: 1:3, cmnd:1:3, config:1:3"
KAFKA_INTER_BROKER_LISTENER_NAME: INSIDE
kafka-3:
image: wurstmeister/kafka
hostname: kafka-3
ports:
- "9094:9094"
depends_on:
- zookeeper
expose:
- "9994"
environment:
KAFKA_BROKER_ID: 3
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka3:9994,OUTSIDE://192.168.16.83:9094
#KAFKA_ADVERTISED_LISTENERS: INSIDE://kafka-3:9994,OUTSIDE://kafka3:9094
KAFKA_LISTENER_SECURITY_PROTOCOL_MAP: INSIDE: PLAINTEXT, OUTSIDE:
PLAINTEXT
KAFKA_LISTENERS: INSIDE://0.0.0.0:9994,OUTSIDE://0.0.0.0:9094
KAFKA_ZOOKEEPER_CONNECT: zookeeper:2181
KAFKA_ADVERTISED_HOST_NAME: kafka-3
KAFKA_CREATE_TOPICS: "sense: 1:3, cmnd:1:3,config:1:3"
KAFKA_INTER_BROKER_LISTENER_NAME: INSIDE
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Next step, we run docker compose
docker-compose up -d

We checked that the service is up:

6.2. Node red installation
If you have a version of Raspbian, or other Debian based install, such as Ubuntu, or DietPi, that doesn’t have Node-RED already installed, you can install or upgrade using the
Node-RED upgrade script command
bash < (curl -sL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-red/raspbiandeb-package/master/resources/update-nodejs-and-nodered)
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Adding AutoStart capability using SystemD
The preferred way to autostart Node-RED is to use the built in systemd capability. The
pre-installed version does this by using a nodered.service file and start and stop
scripts. You may install these by running the following commands
sudo wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-red/raspbian-debpackage/master/resources/nodered.service -O
/lib/systemd/system/nodered.service
sudo wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-red/raspbian-debpackage/master/resources/node-red-start -O /usr/bin/node-red-start
sudo wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/node-red/raspbian-debpackage/master/resources/node-red-stop -O /usr/bin/node-red-stop
sudo chmod +x /usr/bin/node-red-st*
sudo systemctl daemon-reload

Node-RED can then be started and stopped by using the commands node-red-start
and node-red-stop
Then, to enable Node-RED to run automatically at every boot and upon crashes
sudo systemctl enable nodered.service

ONESAIT
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First install nodes in node-red (raspberry in my case):
npm install -g --unsafe-perm node-red
nodes must shown in left side like a figure

6.3. Visualization applications
6.3.1. Node-RED dashboard: a visualization tool
over existing gateway
Node-red, in addition to Gateway, has been used as a KAFKA consumer for real-time
MQTT vs KAFKA checks, and for sending data to ONESAIT.
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In this sense, I show the different implemented sections:
Dashboard:
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And the implemented flows:

6.3.2. ONESAIT: cloud platform for IoT
The first step is to create the ontology: _SimpleData:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
"title": "_SimpleDataJFCHV",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"_SimpleDataJFCHV": {
"type": "string",
"$ref": "#/datos"
}
},
"datos": {
"description": "Info _SimpleDataJFCHV",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"deviceID": {
"type": "string"
},
"temperature": {
"type": "number"
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},
"localization": {
"type": "string"
},
"humidity": {
"type": "number"
},
"soilMoisture": {
"type": "number"
}
},
"required": [
"deviceID",
"localization"
]
},
"description": "simple data from kafka",
"additionalProperties": true
}
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The second step is to create the digital client and to associate with the ontology.

And finally, link with our system through node red:

In ONESAIT node, this is the configuration (associating to ontology):
•

Type connection: REST.

•

URL connection: https://www.onesaitplatform.online

•

IoTClient: ConsumerKafka_JFCHV

•

Instance: Consumer of Kafka

•

Token: IotClient token.

In the next figure the result is showed:
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6.3.3. ElasticSearch

and

application on local machine
The pipeline to implement is:
KAFKA-> Logstash -> Elasticsearch -> Kibana.

Install ElasticSearch, Kibana y Logstash:
$sudo apt install elasticsearch kibana logstash

Configure the yaml files
Kibana:
$sudo nano /etc/kibana/kibana.yml
server.port: 5601
elasticsearch.url: "http://localhost:9200"

Logstash:
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$sudo nano /etc/logstash/logstash-kafka.conf
input {
kafka {
bootstrap_servers => "localhost:9092"
topics => ["sense"]
}
}
output {
elasticsearch {
hosts => ["http://localhost:9200"]
index => "myHomeSensorData"
workers => 1
#user => "elastic"
#password => "changeme"
}
}

And run as services:
$sudo
$sudo
$sudo
$sudo
$sudo

systemctl enable logstash
systemctl start logstash
service kibana start
systemctl enable elasticsearch.service
systemctl start elasticsearch.service

In the next figure the result is showed:
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